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Integrating Technology Into High Impact Centers
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Hello!

I am Krynica Drake

I am an Educational Technology Specialist for Atlanta Public Schools. I am a certified Microsoft Innovative Educator Expert & Trainer, Certified Google Trainer, Promethean Master Educator, Certified BrainPop Educator, a SeeSaw Ambassador and a member of the certified Alpha Squirrel program.

You can find me at @APSITKrynica
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School vs Learning by George Couros

School:
- Promotes starting by looking for answers.
- Is about consuming.
- Is about finding information on something prescribed to you.
- Teaches compliance.
- Is scheduled at certain times.
- Often isolates.
- Is standardized.
- Teaches us to obtain information from certain people.
- Is about giving you information.
- Is sequential (A-B-C-D-E).
- Promotes surface-level thinking.
- @gcouros
- bit.ly/schoolvslearning

Learning:
- Promotes starting with questions.
- Is about creating.
- Is about exploring your passions and interests.
- Is about challenging perceived norms.
- Can happen any time, all of the time.
- Is often social.
- Is personal.
- Promotes that everyone is a teacher and everyone is a learner.
- Is about making your own connections.
- Is random and non-linear.
- Is about deep exploration.
- @sylviaduckworth
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What we learn with pleasure we never forget.

-Alfred Mercier
Co-pilot

“CREATOR”
Canva

Create beautiful designs and layouts to design, share and print business cards, logos, presentations and much, much more!
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Jigsaw Planet
Create, play, share jigsaw puzzles and compete with other users.
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Google Drawings

Create pictures, charts, maps, and other types of diagrams
Lego Movie Maker

BUILD your LEGO® movie scene, RECORD, EDIT your movie and SHARE!
OSnap! is a simple, intuitive, powerful time-lapse and stop motion photography for iOS devices.
“Learners need endless feedback more than they need endless teaching.”

-Grant Wiggins, Less Teaching and More Feedback?, ASCD Inservice,
Chauffeur
“COMMUNICATOR”
Flipgrid is where social and emotional learning happens! The leading video discussion platform for millions of PreK to PhD educators, students, and families.
Toontastic

Create beautiful designs and layouts to design, share and print business cards, logos, presentations and much, much more!
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The tool for creating interactive content that makes your audience fall in love. Communicate, educate, and attract by bringing your content to life.
Kizoa
Free online Movie Maker, Video Maker, and Slideshow Maker to personalize photos, videos, and music with effects, text, and more!
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Wakelet

Save, organize and share content from across the web with Wakelet. Save articles, videos, images, Tweets and more, organize them into stunning collections.
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Your Wakelet’s title

A description goes next to show the purpose of the collection.

- Add a text block (or lots of text blocks) so each student can contribute text.
- Add image blocks with photos students find – or take themselves.
- Add links to make collections of web pages or to point to resources.
- Add PDFs to your Wakelets that viewers can view and download.
- Add social media posts in your collections. Great for schools/districts!

Create a title and a description. Then, start adding items to your collection.

Add text, links, images, PDF files, tweets, and more. With the link option, you can add just about anything from the web to a Wakelet collection.

Let contributors add to your collections by giving them a link or inviting them via email.

When you’re done, you can share your Wakelet collections with a link, QR code, through Google Classroom or by embedding it in a website.
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GAME TIME

Join at www.quizlet.live
"Education is a natural process carried out by the child and is not acquired by listening to words but by experiences in the environment."

Maria Montessori
Carpool

"COLLABORATOR"
PenPal Schools

Students collaborate with one another and students across the globe to learn and share perspectives in all content areas and reinforce core skills.
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Import PDFs for Collaborative Whiteboard with built-in voice conferencing
Soundtrap

Make music online together by recording and using loops. Invite friends to collaborate.
Quizlet

Mobile and web-based study application that allows students to study information via learning tools and games.
JogNog is a test-preparation app that provides a library of videos and quizzes mapped to state academic standards. Teachers use it to motivate students to learn through team-based challenges.
The task of the **MODERN EDUCATOR** is not to cut down jungles, but to irrigate deserts.

C.S. LEWIS

NOVELIST, POET, LITERARY CRITIC, ESSAYIST AND CHRISTIAN APOLOGIST
Caboose

“CRITICAL THINKER”
Flowlab is being used all over the world to introduce game design & development, along with crucial STEM skills. Creating themed games is also a fun way to get students engaged with classroom material.
Whooo's Reading is a higher-level thinking alternative to multiple choice. Get your students writing about what they read.
Freckle empowers teachers to differentiate instruction across Math, ELA, Social Studies and Science.
Both are FREE content, curriculum, and tools to power teaching and learning from Kindergarten to 12th Grade.
CoSpaces

Create & explore AR & VR content!
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BETTER TECHNOLOGY?
Expecting a kid to learn from a textbook is like asking them to look at a travel brochure and calling it a ..........
Questions??

You can find me at

- @APSITKrynica
- facilitatingacademicexcellence@gmail.com
- kdrake@apsk12.org
THANKS!

Feedback Survey

How did I do? Please give me feedback on this session!

2. Click on my session title.
3. Click the “Feedback Survey” button.
4. Fill out the short form!